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The first time I tested a Stand Up Paddle, 
it was a huge surprise, I did not think It 
could be that fun; and its accessibility for 
all won me over. 

Immediately convinced, we wanted to be
a part of it with the same rigor and the 
same requirements we are known for 
in the kiteboarding world. Today we are 
proud to announce the birth of F-One SUP. 
 
This first line of boards and paddles
is the result of research and development 
that started more than three years ago. 
We wanted to develop a technical range, 
geared toward performance but also
accessible, using all our expertise and 
experience.
 
So that you could share our passion. 

Since 1996, pioneer of kitesurf, F-One has chosen to develop
around this activity. Since the creation of this sport to 
the wide interest it generates today, we have developed and
proposed products ever more reliable, more accessible and effi-
cient.

Up
Paddle
Stand



8’6’’

Double BAMBOO

9’

Double BAMBOO

10’

Single BAMBOO

10’

EVA
9’1’’

Double BAMBOO

12’6’’
BAMBOO / Carbon

boards
range



ThE MANAwA ARE wEll AdAPTEd FOR ThE TyPicAl bEAch 

bREAk OF EUROPEAN cONdiTiONS. MORE cOMPAcT, EASy 

FOR TRANSPORTATiON ANd STORAGE.ThiS RANGE OFFERS

ShORTER bOARdS bUT widER: FROM 30.5’’ TO 32’’ iN ORdER TO 

PROvidE STAbiliTy ANd AccESSibiliTy.ThE ShAPE, clOSE TO

A lONGbOARd wiTh A NOSE ThAT kEEPS ThE GENERAl widTh, 

iS dESiGNEd TO iNcREASE ThE FRONT TO bAck STAbiliTy.

Available in 3 sizes:             

8’6’’ x 30,5’’ Full bambou

9’ x 31’’ Full bambou

10’ x 32’’ bambou deck



The 8’6» is the board for smaller riders under 70 kg or
experienced riders who want a «short board feeling».
With his 8’6’’ by 30.5’’ its volume remains reasonable,
is versatile and will perform in all conditions. Suitable
for all types of waves, it offers great stability for its size, 
even in marginal conditions. Fast, it can be radical even on 
less powerful beach break. It will not be a second board, 
this will be your main board.

Dimensions

Length :
Width :

Thickness :
Tail width :

Volume : 

8’6’’
30.5’’
10.4 cm
47.4 cm
121 l 

Program

8’6”



The 9’ model is the most versatile of the range, for those 
who want a compact but accessible board.Stable at 31’’ 
wide, but radically responsive thanks to its length 9’’,
you will progress quickly. Its rather round outline allows
for smooth turns and cut backs and keep your stance
without the need to move too much on the board.
Fast and efficient during take-off, it maintains its speed
for surfing the wave as long as possible. Its moderate
thickness allows to keep control in the surf and passing 
white water without difficulty.

9’

Length :
Width :

Thickness :
Tail width :

Volume : 

9’
31’’
10.4 cm
47 cm
131 l 

Dimensions

Program



10’
cruising

The 10’ x 32’’ is for riders over 80kg looking for 
an easy and fun board, ideal for the first surfs
or for cruising. It is particularly effective during take off
and as a result you can catch a maximum of waves,
even without being a paddle expert
Its ratio length/width makes it a fun and forgiving board
to play with for its size and its moderate thickness allows
to keep it under control as soon as you gain speed but also 
to pass white water easily. It can be shared by the whole family.

Length :
Width :

Thickness :
Tail width :

Volume : 

10’
32’’
10.4 cm
46.2 cm
156 l 

Dimensions

Program



10’
school

The 10’ x 32’’ is for riders over 80kg looking for 
an easy and fun board, ideal for the first surfs
or for cruising. It is particularly effective during take off
and as a result you can catch a maximum of waves,
even without being a paddle expert
Its ratio length/width makes it a fun and forgiving board
to play with for its size and its moderate thickness allows
to keep it under control as soon as you gain speed but also 
to pass white water easily. It can be shared by the whole family.

Length :
Width :

Thickness :
Tail width :

Volume : 

10’
32’’
10.4 cm
46.2 cm
156 l 

Dimensions

Program



9’1”

One length for this model: 9’1’’ the Anakao is shaped
for hollow and quick waves. Thanks to an outline pinched
at the nose and its tail, and a rounded rocker, the board
is reactive and allows to keep up with the wave face.
Its volume distribution is reduced at its nose and tail
and provides an ideal balance with lower rails to be more 
engaging.With its width of 30.5» it has enough gliding ability 
to facilitate radical take-off and remains powerful in mar-
ginal conditions. Its rocker on the nose and the thin rails 
makes it effective and surprising in the passage of white 
water. With a length of 9» only, carrying and doing check-in 
at airlines is easier

Length :
Width :

Thickness :
Tail width :

Volume : 

9’1’’
30.5’’
10.5 cm
46.7 cm
134 l  

Dimensions

Program



Pro Model Ludovic Dulou :

The 12’6 is the most common category of race board as it can be used in Battle of the 
Paddle (BOP: Race in & out in the waves), in long distance on flat water, or downwind.
The Race is the Pro Model 12’6 Ludovic Dulou, an accomplished waterman in
the Basque region and widely recognized in the practice of ocean rowing endurance.
His experience makes him an excellent technical advisor for the Race. We have jointly 
prepared a detailed list of specifications for this model: speed on flat water, upwind 
speed in choppy water, crosswind stability, surfing waves during downwind, easiness 
in changing direction rounding buoys and even surfing.
We paid special attention to all these criteria without sacrificing accessibility.
The sports lovers of beautiful objects will be immediately enchanted and the progres-
sion path is limitless.Drop in waves on an outside reef usually inaccessible is also part 
of the philosophy of this board.  

Shape Race :
A balanced Race board is a blend of many parameters. 3 parts with distinct functions 
makes up its shape:

• The bow : easy water entry without slowing down the board whatever the sea conditions.

• Central part : stability and lift with its width of 29’’. 

• The tail : Its shape should ensure a fluid exit for less drag and the best possible
 gliding result both on flat water or during take off on a large swell..

The excavated deck brings a gain in stability by lowering its center of gravity.

“A board that beautifully
combines performance,
versatility and aesthetics”12’6”

Length :
Width :

Thickness :
Tail width :

Volume : 

12’6’’
29’’
16.55 cm
38.41 cm
256 l  

Dimensions



Ludovic Dulou, well known waterman on the Basque coast, is the undispu-
ted master of the European Paddleboard.Twice winner and record holder
of the Quiksilver Paddleboard race, currently the longest race in the 
world in that discipline (64km), he also won in 2005 & 2007 the mythic
«Molokai2Oahu» solo, in the hotly contested category of 30-39 years 
old participants. This endurance race of 32 miles connects the islands
of Molokai and Oahu in Hawaii.
Raphael asked this outstanding rower to test and develop the Race 12’6’’
and the range of paddles Peak & Battle.His years of racing experience,
his passion for development, allied to the expertise and research capacity
of F-One, allows us to enter the market with high end products.

“An exciting collaboration
to service technical products
of high standard.”

ludovic dulou



construction

2 Fiberglass Layers

2 Fiberglass Layers

Fiberglass Layers

Carbon 
Rails

Bamboo

Bamboo

Bamboo

Fiberglass Layers

Fiberglass Layers

Fiberglass Layers

EPS

EPS

EPS

Fiberglass Layers

Bamboo

2 Fiberglass 
Layers

2 Fiberglass 
Layers

2 Fiberglass 
Layers

double bamboo : Manawa 8’6’’ - 9’0’’ / Anakao 9’1’’

Simple bamboo : Manawa 10’0’’

bamboo carbon : Race 12’6’’



Fins

Central Fin 8.0’’
Available with Manawa 8’6’’
+ 2 Future fins

Central Fin 10.0’’ SINGLE
Available with Race 12’6’’ 
Anti weed

Central Fin 9.5’’
Available with Manawa 10’0’’
+ 2 Future fins

Central Fin 8.5’’
Available with Manawa 9’0’’ and Anakao 9’1’’
+ 2 Future fins



The paddle is an extension of your body,
it must transmit all your power.
Well suited, it will not make you suffer
and will instead increase pleasure and performance.
Choosing your paddle is essential.

It must match your practice and 
your style.Stiffness, flex, surface, 
shape of the blade and choice
of materials are the parameters 
that we have optimized to offer 
comfort and performance.
 
Peak & Battle, the two lines
of paddles that we have deve-
loped brings a total of 7 different 
models, for the most demanding 
practitioners and also for those

discovering the discipline, in order
to find THEIR ideal extension. 
 
To develop this range we have 
worked with an exceptional rower: 
Ludovic Dulou, outstanding tes-
ter, who knows better than anyone 
that the difference is always in 
small details.

Paddles
range



The Peak are narrower and longer and favor a higher frequency paddling, 
requiring less power. A more flexible shaft makes it more comfortable
and less physical.

The Battle, wider and shorter, develop greater power for each oar,
and therefore requires a lower frequency for the same effort. Their shaft
is stiffer and more nervous and increases their efficiency, their performance 
but also their demand. 



• Program : Discovery 
• Adjustable Fiberglass shaft (millimeter adjustment)
• Fiberglass blade
• Blade width:  20 or 21 cm
• Stiffness of the shaft: flexible
• Fiber Handle

Peak vario Fiber

• Program : Performance
• 70% Carbon Shaft
• Fiberglass blade
• Blade width: 18, 20 or 21cm
• Stiffness of the shaft: flexible
• Handle fiber glued after cutting 

Peak hybrid carbon

• Program : Prestige 
• 100% Carbon Shaft
• 100% Carbon Blade
• Blade width: 18, 20 or 21cm 
• Stiffness of the shack: flexible
• 100% carbon handle glued after cutting

Blade width 18 cm available with a 26 cm shaft diameter. Smaller blade adapted to women.

Peak Full carbon

3 constructions
available



• Program: Performance
• 70% Carbon Shaft
• Fiberglass blade
• Blade width: 22 or 23cm 
• Shack stiffness: rigid or flexible 
• Handle fiber glued after cutting  

battle carbon hybrid

• Program: Prestige
• 100% Carbon Shaft
• 100% Carbon blade
• Blade width: 22 or 23cm 
• Handle stiffness: rigid or flexible
• 100% carbon handle glued after cutting

battle carbon Full

2 constructions
aivailable



10°

Spoon: It promotes the «catch» entry in the water, but too pronounced you can 
be penalized during the exit phase.

V: or dihedral contour can increase control 
by stabilizing the blade in its power phase, to 
avoid the effect of dead leaves (unpleasant 
lateral floating sensation of the paddle)

Ergonomic handle

Angle: Allows the blade to be ideally positioned 
in the water, vertical when the power is at its 
maximum. 

Peak outline: long, narrow blade allows for an easier «catch» and an easier 
water exit for a gradual power rise. By measuring the immersed blade area,
you would yield a level of effort. Facing the wind, the return phase is also 
facilitated. It will be used for surfing and for its acceleration.

Battle outline: Short and wide, it offers an immediate power from the catch, a 
frank support and continuous thrust.It will be rather used for cruising and in 
long distance, where more power is needed.

length, width, outline, thickness, v, convex, spoon, dihedral contour, 
angle, these terms define the shape of the blade that will directly
influence your way of rowing, the frequency of your efforts,
ease of use and ultimately your performance and your enjoyment.

DETAIL SHAPE



1

2

The materials and technologies chosen for the construction of the paddles 
bring two choices for your shaft rigidity, more flexible and tolerant for the Peak, 
more rigid and nervous for the Battle.

To ensure a consistent flex (1), with no hard point on the entire length of the 
paddle, the blade has to fit inside the shaft (2). Another advantage of this 
connection, the absence of external joint line that could damage the rail of the 
board (3).

All our paddles incorporate in its blade 
construction an ABS edge whose 
purpose is threefold. It protects the 
blade, participates in its structure and 
sealing, and is less aggressive to the 
rails of the boards.

TECHNOLOGIES

1

1

3
2

2
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